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Abstract—Percussion instruments play a significant role in
Carnatic music concerts. The percussion artist enjoys a great
degree of freedom in improvising within the defined tāla structure
of a composition. The objective of this paper is to transcribe the
improvisations, treating the percussion strokes as syllables or
aksharas.

Onset detection is performed to segment the waveform at
each akshara. Using the transcriptions from the training data,
a three-state Hidden Markov Model is built for each akshara.
The language model is derived from the training data. Testing
is also performed isolated style using onset detection to segment
the phrase, and the language model to correct the transcription.
Transcription is performed on both concert recordings and studio
recordings. This technique yields upto ≈ 96% accuracy on studio
recordings and ≈ 76% accuracy for concert recordings.

As the mrudangam1 is an instrument that is based on tonic;
tonic normalised features, namely, Cent Filterbank Cepstral
coefficients are used. It is shown that tonic normalisation helps
in transcription across different tonics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Percussion instruments constitute an integral component
across all genres of world music. In addition to keeping track
of rhythm, they have been developed to produce individual
performances rich in artistic quality. Carnatic music is a genre
or system of music associated with the southern part of the
Indian subcontinent. Every concert in Carnatic music has a
lead performer and accompanying artists. The mrudangam is
compulsorily present in every concert. Improvisation is a very
important part of Indian classical music and percussion is no
exception to this rule. In every concert, a mrudangam artist is
given space to perform a solo, referred to as the taniavartanam.

The taniavartanam is part of the main item in a concert.
The artist produces various phrases in a variety of strokes
within the framework of the tāla (rhythm/beat cycle) of the
composition. The duration of the taniavartanam can vary
from 2 to 20 minutes. The ghatam, kanjira and morsing
(also percussion instruments) are used to accompany the main
percussion instrument (mrudangam) and play in an almost
contrapuntal fashion with the beats [1]. Each of the instruments
may be played with the lead artist (usually a vocalist) as a
rhythm accompaniment, or individually (taniavarthanam). A
study of the patterns produced by the percussion instruments
can be used in various music information retrieval (MIR) tasks,
thus enhancing the listener’s experience.

Each stroke produced by the mrudangam is called an
akshara. A sequence of aksharas constitutes a mātra, and

1The spelling of mrudangam is spelt as mridangam conventionally. This
spelling is based on a discussion with the artist.

a sequence of mātras constitutes a tāla cycle. A number of
different aksharas can be produced by the mrudangam artist.
Further, every school has its own set of aksharas ranging
from the simplest having ≈ 10 aksharas to more complex
ones having more than ≈ 40. The objective of this paper
is to transcribe mrudangam taniavarthanam into a sequence
of aksharas. We first perform onset detection to segment
the waveform into strokes, and build Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) for each akshara. During testing the waveform is
again segmented into strokes and transcribed into aksharas.

The task explored here is automatic stroke transcription for
the mrudangam on a large and varied dataset, including con-
cert recordings. Mel Frequency Cepstral co-efficient (MFCC)
features are used for this task. Transcription is carried out
using an HMM classifier built in two ways - i) isolated style
using the onset detection algorithm with a language model, and
ii) flat-start based embedded re-estimation model. Mrudangam
phrases are split into individual aksharas using the onset
detection algorithm [2], and transcription accuracy is found
to increase by ≈ 20% for isolated style classification. The
uni-gram and bi-gram probabilities (language model) are used
to correct the output results of the isolated HMM classifier.
This results in an absolute improvement in accuracy of ≈
5% over that of flat-start. The mrudangam has both pitched
and non-pitched aksharas. Cent filter-bank cepstral co-efficient
(CFCC) features are used to recognise aksharas using HMMs
for a database consisting of databases that consists of different
tonics.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
II gives a brief description of mrudangam and Section III
given an overview of related work. Section IV describes the
datasets used in the study. Section V describes the HMM
framework for stroke recognition and the CFCC feature based
tonic independent approach to mrudangam stroke transcription.
Section VI discusses the results obtained and Section VII
concludes the work.

II. MRUDANGAM

Mrudangam is the main accompanying percussion instru-
ment in Carnatic music. It is a two sided drum whose body is
made of hollowed jackfruit wood. The two sides are covered
with goat skin which resonate when struck. These are laced
together using high tension leather straps. The sides of the
mrudangam differ in diameter to produce different bass and
treble sounds. The smaller side produces high pitched sounds
and the wider side produces low pitched sounds [3].

The mrudangam is tuned before a performance to the
base tonic of the lead performer. Various embellishments on



the mrudangam enable the production of unique and distinct
harmonics. The aksharas are categorised based on the side of
the mrudangam being played. The left side aksharas are tonic
independent and some right side aksharas are tonic dependent.
The sound of the aksharas vary based on the position, manner
and force with which the membranes are struck. The number of
unique aksharas are not fixed and varies across schools of mru-
dangam tutelage. Composite aksharas can also be produced by
striking the two sides of the mrudangam simultaneously which
adds to the complexity of the task of mrudangam transcription.

III. PREVIOUS WORK

There have been earlier studies on mrudangam by Nobel
laureate scientist Sir C V Raman [4], and later by Siddharthan
[5], where the harmonics of the aksharas are analysed. There
have been many previous efforts aimed at recognising aksharas
in percussion instruments.

In [6], modal analysis and transcription of mrudangam is
performed using Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF).
Using NMF, a dictionary of spectral basis vectors is first
created for each of the modes of the mrudangam. The com-
position of the aksharas are then studied by projecting them
along the direction of the modes using NMF. HMMs are used
to learn the modal activations for each of the aksharas of
the mrudangam. In [7], tonic independent stroke transcription
is performed on mrudangam aksharas. In this paper, the
magnitude spectrum of the constant-Q transform (CQT) of the
audio signal is used as the feature. Then, using NMF a low-
dimensional feature space is obtained. This is used to separate
the mrudangam aksharas. The resulting feature sequence is
made event-synchronous using short-term statistics of feature
vectors between onsets. Classification into a predefined set of
stroke labels using Support Vector Machines is then performed.
In this work, strokes played by a single musician are used.
Further, the number of aksharas are limited to 12. The tabla
stroke recognition in [8], [9] and [10] is very similar to the
approach in this paper.

In [8], the tabla aksharas are segmented using sudden
changes in amplitude and phase. Subsequent recognition is
performed using neural networks and tree based classifiers.
In [9], variable-length Hidden Markov Models are used for
tabla modeling and prediction. In [10], the tabla aksharas
are segmented into individual aksharas and classification is
performed using HMMs.

IV. THE DATASET

A. Mrudangam

For stroke classification, the mrudangam tani dataset (DB-
1) 2 (Table-II) along with studio recordings of various tonics
is used 3 [6]. A third database which was excised from a
standard concert taniavarthanam is also used (DB-3). Details
of the datasets are given in Table I. The labels of all the
aksharas have been marked with the help of professional

2This database was generated by Vidwan Umayalpuram K Sivaraman Sir
(one of the coauthors of the paper). He is an artist who has received Padma
Vibhushan, an honorary doctorate from the University of Kerala, and also
honored with the Sangita Kalanidhi award by the Madras Music Academy

3This database was also specially created by Akshay Ananthapadmanabhan,
an upcoming mrudangam artist, especially for the CompMusic [11] project.

artists. The convention of notation of aksharas varies across
different schools of mrudangam. Therefore the number of
unique aksharas in each dataset is different. The dataset from
[6] has only 12 strokes, since it has been recorded in a
controlled environment. There are many composite aksharas
in mrudangam, which makes the list of unique aksharas very
large as shown in Table II and III. The labels associated with
aksharas also differ across different schools of mrudangam.
The list of aksharas in DB-1, DB-2 and DB-3 are given
respectively in Tables II and III. The mrudangam datasets DB-
1 and DB-2 are available online as part of the CompMusic
project [12] [13].

Dataset Dataset
Tonic

Duration
(min:sec)

Unique
Akshara

DB-1 C# 15:41 41
C# 13:10 39

DB-2

B 5:53 12
C 6:13 12
D 5:05 11
E 6:08 12

DB-3 C# 5:44 40

TABLE I: Datasets for akshara recognition

Aksharas Tani-1 Tani-2 Akshara Tani-1 Tani- 2
Ta Y Y Arai Chapu + THOM Y Y

DHI Y Y Chapu + THOM Y Y

DHI Y Y DHIN + THOM Y Y

Arai Chapu Y Y Long Finger + THOM Y Y

Chapu Y Y NAM + THOM Y Y

DHIN Y Y Rotating NAM + THOM Y Y

DHEEM Y Y DHI+THOM N Y

Long Finger Y Y Ta + THOM N Y

NAM Y Y DHIN+THOM N Y

Rotating NAM Y Y Long Finger + THOM N Y

THOM Y Y Tha Y Y

DHI + Gumki Y N NAM + THOM + Gumki Y Y

DHI + Gumki Y N Rotating NAM + Gumki Y Y

DHIN + Gumki Y Y Rotating NAM + THOM + Gumki Y N

DHIN + Gumki Y Y Long Finger + Gumki N Y

NAM + Gumki Y Y Ta + Tha Y N

DHI + Tha Y N DHIN + THOM + Tha Y N

DHI + Tha Y Y NAM + Tha Y Y

Arai Chapu + Tha Y Y Rotating NAM + Tha Y N

Chapu + Tha Y Y Chapu + THOM + Tha N Y

DHIN + Tha Y Y DHEEM + Tha N Y

Ta + Meettu Y Y Other1 N Y

DHI + Meettu Y Y Other2 Y Y

Long Finger + Meettu Y N Other3 Y N

Other4 Y N Other5 N Y

TABLE II: List of unique aksharas - DB-1

V. THE APPROACH

A. Isolated Style Hidden Markov Model

1) Data Preparation: The percussion audio is split into
phrases and labeled by trained percussion artists. The phrases
are divided based on tāla cycles of aksharas in the audio.
From the labels, the language model (uni-gram and bi-gram
probabilities) are learnt. The language model is created using
the CMU Statistical Language Modeling Toolkit [14].

2) Onset Detection: Using onset detection, the starting of
all aksharas are recognized. The onset detection is performed
using the group delay algorithm [2] [15], where the akshara
sequence signal is processed similar to that of syllables in



Akshara
Akshay TB Akshara

Akshay TB
B C D E B C D E

Bheem Y Y Y Y Y Num+Gumki out N N N N Y

Bheem+Tha N N N N Y Ta Y Y Y Y Y

Cha Y Y Y Y Y Ta+Gumki out N N N N Y

Cha+dhom N N N N Y Ta+Tha N N N N Y

Cha+Gumki out N N N N Y Ta+thom N N N N Y

Cha+Tha N N N N Y Tha Y Y Y Y Y

Cha+thom N N N N Y Tha+Ta N N N N Y

Dheem Y Y Y Y Y Tha+thi N N N N Y

Dhem N N N N Y Thai N N N N Y

Dhin Y Y Y Y Y Tham Y Y Y Y Y

Dhin+Gumki out N N N N Y Thi Y Y N Y Y

Dhin+Gumki in N N N N Y Thi+Gumki in N N N N Y

Dhin+Gumki out N N N N Y Thi+Tha N N N N Y

Ka Y Y Y Y Y Thom Y Y Y Y Y

Ki Y Y Y Y N Gumki in N N N N Y

Nam N N N N Y Gumki out N N N N Y

Nam+Gumki in N N N N Y Gumki out N N N N Y

Nam+Gumki out N N N N Y Dhom N N N N Y

Num Y Y Y Y Y Dhi N N N N Y

Num+dhom N N N N Y Others+Dhom N N N N Y

Num+Gumki in N N N N Y T+Tha N N N N Y

TABLE III: List of unique aksharas - DB-2 (multiple tonics)
and DB-3

Fig. 1: Flowchart showing the mrudangam transcription details.
The green boxes represent the current algo and the red ones
represent the future possibilities in this task.

speech. Using the onset detection output, the phrases are
divided into individual strokes. The individual aksharas are
labeled based on the strokes’ name given in the label file.
Picture 3 shows the onsets in a phrase of mrudangam.

3) Feature Extraction: Mel-frequency cepstral co-efficients
(MFCC) features are extracted using the HTK toolkit[16]. The
frame size is 20 msec and the frame shift is 2 msec. The
individual strokes are short in length and some are shorter
than 10 msec, so the frame size is fixed to 20 msec. A 12-
dimensional feature vector is extracted along with energy.
These 13 features along with their velocity and acceleration
co-efficients result in a 39-dimensional vector.

Fig. 2: Onset, attack and decay parts of the stroke

Fig. 3: Onsets marked for mrudangam strokes

4) Akshara Models: Each akshara is modeled using a 3-
state 1-mixture HMM. The intuition behind taking 3 states is
that every stroke has 3 parts; onset, attack and decay [17] as
shown in figure 2. Each of these part of a stroke is modeled
as a single state of the 3-state HMM.

5) Transcription using HMMs: The test phrases of per-
cussion audio are split into individual strokes using the onset
detector and each individual stroke is tested using the trained
akshara HMM models.

6) Correction of Transcription using Language Model:
The probability for individual strokes to belong to each of the
akshara models is computed. These probabilities along with
the language model is fed into the algorithm proposed in [18],
which is a modification of Viterbi algorithm. It was observed
that using the language model to perform stroke recognition
improved the accuracy considerably. Figure 4 explains how
HMM transcription output is corrected using the language
model. Using the language model, probability of all possible
paths are computed. Both bi-gram and HMM probabilities are
used to find the optimal state sequence.

B. Flat-start Embedded Re-estimation Hidden Markov Model

In this method, onset detection is not performed. Here a
phrase and its corresponding labels are used to train akshara
HMM models in an embedded re-estimation framework. Here,
the MFCC features are extracted with frame size 100 msec and
frame shift 10 msec, unlike in the isolated training method.



Fig. 4: Red arrows show the HMM transcriptions. Green ar-
rows represent the transcriptions corrected using the language
model. Red circles represent wrong transcriptions and the
green circles represent the correct transcriptions.

The re-estimation and alignment of labels are performed
approximately 10 to 20 times. The final model is used to find
the transcriptions on test phrases using Viterbi alignment. The
results are given in Table IV below.

C. HMM based Akshara Recognition using CFCC Features

CFCC [19] are tonic normalized features. Notes that make
up a melody in Carnatic music are defined with respect to the
tonic. The lead performer chooses the tonic, and the accom-
panying instruments are tuned to the same tonic. The tonic of
accompanying instruments depends on the tonic chosen for the
concert. For recognition of aksharas across different tonics, a
tonic independent feature such as CFCC has to be used. CFCC
are computed as given below:

1) The audio signal is divided into frames and the short-
time discrete Fourier is computed for each frame.

2) The frequency (f) scale is normalised by the tonic.
The cent scale is defined as:

cent = 1200 · log2
(

f

tonic

)
(1)

3) The cent normalised power spectrum is then multi-
plied by a bank of filters that are spaced uniformly
in the linear scale.

4) The filterbank energies are computed for every frame
and used as a feature after removing the bias.

In equation (1), tonic can be estimated using pitch his-
tograms, as proposed in [20]. The flowchart 5 explains how
the CFCC features are extracted from waveforms.

Figure 6 shows the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectral
energies of Bheem akshara (from DB-2) of different tonics.
The values for tonic B and tonic E are not in the same range.
However, in the CFCC energy spectra shown in Figure 7, the
values are exactly in the same range.

Fig. 5: Flowchart: Computing CFCC

Fig. 6: Spectra for B and E tonics of the stroke Bheem using
FFT Spectral Energies

VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Results

The results of the transcription of aksharas on different
datasets is given in this section. We show that isolated style
recognition gives superior results over that of flat-start based
embedded re-estimation method. This is primarily because,
in flat-start based embedded reestimation, the duration of the
stroke is assumed to be more or less uniform. The significant
variation in the duration of a stroke results in poor perfor-
mance. The accuracy increases significantly when the language
model is used for correction of the transcriptions. The results
are given in Table IV. Figure 8 is a tani phrase from DB-1
transcribed using the algorithm.

Language modeling is done on DB-1 and DB-2 datasets.
The result is shown in Table VI. The Table V shows the
corrections made by the language model over the isolated style
output.

The CFCC features are used to train DB-2 using HMMs.
The dataset is taken independent of tonic. The results obtained
on DB-2 using tonic independent CFCC features is given in
table VII. From the table, it is clear that tonic independent



Fig. 8: Mrudangam transcription output. The red segments are insertions and the black segments are substitution. A example
phrase from DB-1.

Original
Label Ta Thom Ki Ta Tha Ka Ta Tha Cha Tha Ki Ta Tha Ka

Isolated
Style Recognised

Labels
Ka Thom Ki Ta Tha Ki Ki Tha Cha Tha Ki Ka Tha Ki

Labels Corrected
using Language

Model
Ta Thom Ki Ta Tha Ki Ta Tha Cha Tha Ki Ta Tha Ka

TABLE V: Transcriptions corrected using language modeling. The red aksharas in second row are recognised wrong in the
HMM results. The green colour aksharas in the third row represent the corrections obtained using the language model for an
example phrase from DB-2.

Fig. 7: Spectra for B and E tonics of the stroke Bheem using
Cent Filterbank Energies

Accuracy

Dataset(Tonic) Isolated
Style

Embedded
Re-estimation

DB-2 (B) 83.58% 71.12%
DB-2 (C) 82.44% 55.61%
DB-2 (D) 78.23% 59.30%
DB-2 (E) 91.26% 63.16%

DB-1 (C#) 72.30% 49.32%
DB-3 (C#) 50.36% 39.24%

TABLE IV: Comparison of stroke recognition performance in
different datasets using MFCC features.

features do improve performance significantly. Constant Q
transform (CQT) corresponds to the features used in [7], where

Accuracy

Dataset (Tonic) Language
Modeling

Isolated
Style

DB-2 (B) 86.58 % 83.58 %
DB-2 (C) 90.32 % 82.44 %
DB-2 (D) 87.93 % 78.23 %
DB-2 (E) 95.8 % 91.26 %

DB-1 (C#) 75.68 % 72.30 %

TABLE VI: Comparison of results of language modeling and
isolated style recognition for DB-1 and DB-2 using MFCC
features.

the linear spacing in frequency is converted to spaced in log2f .
Although CQT features are also tonic independent, the range
of frequencies have to be chosen carefully for every tonic. For
CFCC, six octaves ranging from -1200 cents to 6000 cents
were chosen across all tonics. The poor performance of CFCC
(column 3) is attributed to the fact that some of the strokes
are independent of tonic, while the features have been tonic
normalised.

B. Discussion

Classification results suggest that HMMs model individ-
ual aksharas fairly well. The studio-recorded dataset (DB-2)
in particular, shows better accuracy when compared to the
concert-recorded taniavarthanams (DB-1 & DB-3). This can
be attributed to the higher tempo and significant variations in



Feature Trained on all tonics Train one tonic,
accuracy (%) test all tonics(%)
(Tonic Variant) (Tonic Invariant)

MFCC 60 50
Chroma 41 40

CQT 74 62
CFCC 77 66

TABLE VII: Accuracy of transcription using CFCC features
in DB-2 and comparison with other features.

loudness in taniavarthanams. Further, it becomes a challenging
task to differentiate between the left and right constituents, or
between multiple fingers in composite strokes, which are fre-
quent in the instruments considered. However, a pre-processing
step such as onset detection improves the recognition accuracy
across all datasets.

In Figure 8, the first red segment shows a insertion of
stroke ’DHI’. This corresponds to a composite stroke. The
onset detection algorithm distinguishes between the strokes
played on the right and left sides of the mrudangam. Further
processing is required to eliminate such errors.

The accuracy of detection of aksharas at faster tempo is
poor as expected. Duration modeling is perhaps required in
the HMM, wherein duration information can also be included
as part of the context. The language model captures the bi-
grams probabilities in the labels and corrects the transcriptions.
The language model in essence captures the creativity of the
musician in question.

VII. CONCLUSIONS & SUMMARY

In the current work, mrudangam in Carnatic music is
chosen and its stroke characteristics are studied on a fairly
diverse database. During the creation of the database, it was
observed that the variety and number of types of strokes
that can be played varies quite significantly across musicians.
Composite strokes are the basic reason for this variety and
increased number of strokes in the datasets. New techniques
to model these composite strokes using the basic strokes have
to be developed, so that a common set of stroke models can
be learned for different artists. A unified framework across
different musicians and instruments is indeed required for
enhancing musical experience in MIR.
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